to the function <f> = 0 ({<£y}->0) if and only if we shall say that T corresponds to/(7V»/). Actually the correspondence is to a class of functions identical except on a set of measure zero.
Let E denote the space of real, indefinitely differentiable functions of x.
We shall use small Greek letters for testing functions and capital Roman letters for distributions, except when a distribution corresponds to a function, when small Roman letters will be used; i.e., In the above example, take 5 = 5, the Dirac distribution. Then the particular integral above becomes
In | *| \¡/í(x)dx. Secondly, it will have been observed that the number of independent solutions is not necessarily equal to the order of the equation. This fact is related to the occurrence of zeros in the coefficients of the equation. Also, the example of the equation where no solution existed was characterized by an "essential" singularity in the leading coefficient. It would be interesting to have a theory which related the existence and number of independent solutions to the order of the zeros in the several coefficients. Such a theory would undoubtedly be related to the corresponding theory for ordinary equations.
